
Beginners Drumming 
Exercises!

Perfect exercises even if  not at beginner level, to do for warm-ups or 
practices. 

These exercises are not to be done all in one day, take your time and 
good luck becoming a Rockstar!

By Georgia Smith

E-mail : Georgia.microtone@gmail.com



1a. Parts of  the Drum Kit
Here are the parts of the Drum Kit! – The task is to remember all the names for 
the quiz on the next slide!

Crash 
Cymbal

Hi-Hats

Snare 
Drum

Bass Drum 
and Bass 
Drum Pedal

High 
Tom

Middle 
Tom

Ride 
Cymbal

Floor/Low 
Tom



1b. Parts of  the Drum Kit
Quiz time!
Click and the answer will appear on the screen starting at number 1 – Good Luck!

1. Crash Cymbal 2. High - Tom 3. Middle Tom 4. Ride Cymbal

5. Floor/Low Tom

6. Bass Drum
*Bonus point for Bass 
Drum Pedal as well!

7. Snare

8. Hi Hats

*Bonus point for an 
explanation to why it is 
called a snare!



6. How to hold your sticks!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EePm3QsqnOM
Here is a link to YouTube that directs you to a video of someone showing you 
how to hold your sticks correctly!

This is a very important technique to have and it is a lot easier to get when 
watching someone else do it. If you do not have any sticks it is still important 
to watch to know for future! Good Luck!

Remember! When you are playing a Drum Kit, your arms are crossed when 
playing a beat!

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=EePm3QsqnOM


2a. Music Theory

This is a CROTCHET. This beat is played ONCE and is worth 1 beat. 
To help us playing this beat we play it to the word ‘Tea’. 
Tea has 1 syllable so will only play it once.  
Can you play a Crotchet?

These are QUAVERS. This beat is played TWICE but is still worth 1 beat. 
To help us playing this beat we play it to the word ‘COFFEE’. 
Coffee has 2 syllables so will be played at ‘CO – FFEE’ 
Can you play a Quaver?

Music Notation is something we read when playing music that tells 
us what to play. 

This is A SINGULAR QUAVER. 

+ =

Two of these added together becomes the pair of quavers we see 
above! This means that these are both half beats, as one half beat 
plus another adds to 1 whole beat!



2b. Music Notation 
Music Notation is something we read when playing music that tells 
us what to play. 

This is a TRIPLET. This beat is played THREE TIMES but is still worth 1 beat. 
To help us playing this beat we play it to the word ‘LEMONADE’. 
Lemonade has 3 syllables so will be played at ‘LE-MON-ADE’
Can you play a Triplet?

These a SEMI-QUAVERS. This beat is played FOUR TIMES but is still worth 
1 beat. 
To help us playing this beat we play it to the word ‘COCA-COLA’. 
Lemonade has 4 syllables so will be played at ‘CO-CA-CO-LA’
Can you play a Semi-Quaver 

+ + + =
This is a Singular Semi-Quaver. 
4 of these add to 1 full set of semi-quavers (shown 
above). This means that each one is a ¼ beat!



2c. Music Theory
Quiz time!! – Can you now name these notes?

Crotchet 
Tea 
Worth 1 beat

Quaver
Co-ffee
Worth 1 beat

BONUS 
How many beats are these worth?

BONUS 
How many beats are these worth?

Semi - Quaver
Co-Ca-Co-La
Worth 1 beat

Triplet
Le-Mon-Ade
Worth 1 beat

½ a 
beat

+ =
+ + + =¼ Beat

1. 2. 3. 4.



Brilliant! You did really well! Now onto 
the next symbol…

It is worth one 

beat!

This is a rest! A rest is a 1 beat note that you DO NOT play, but still count!



3. Can you play these patterns?
You can play these on a Drum Kit if  you have one, a practice pad or 
even your knees! (just remember try not to hurt yourselves!)

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

BONUS!
What is this symbol and how many beats is it 
worth?
Answer :   A REST – WORTH 1 BEAT 



4. Now try these patterns with rests!

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Can you try and play 
one of  these 

patterns to your 
favourite song?



5. Paradiddles and accents!

Practice playing these and then click again to try without the 
prompt!

These symbols are called 
‘Accents’. This means that 
when you hit this note, it is 
much louder than the rest. This 
does not mean that the other 
notes are much quitter, these 
are played as they would 
normally be played!

Can you play a paradiddle with an accent?



7. Warm-Up exercises!

Click on the link below if you would like to watch a YouTube video clip on different warm ups 
you can try and do anywhere at any time! Take your time with this, remember you can pause 
the video at anytime if you are fining it difficult!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnrYRliu1bI

Here are some warm ups for you to do before you practice drumming or to just practice in 
general! I know its tempting to go straight to playing, but these warm ups help your 
practicing believe it or not!

1. Stretching! - It is important to stretch some of the muscles in 
your chest, shoulders, arms, wrists and ankles.

2. Stick routines and rudiments – Shown on previous slides

3. Bass Drums/Feet Techniques - Whether you play "heel up" or "heel down"

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=BnrYRliu1bI


CONGRATULATIONS!

YOU PASSED!

Are you ready for your next stage in 
becoming a Drum Rockstar?!


